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ABSTRACT | Satellite communications are characterized by

long delays, packet losses, and sometimes intermittent con-

nectivity and link disruptions. The TCP/IP stack is ineffective

against these impairments and even dedicated solutions, such

as performance enhancing proxies (PEPs), can hardly tackle the

most challenging environments, and create compatibility

issues with current security protocols. An alternative solution

arises from the delay- and disruption-tolerant networking

(DTN) architecture, which specifies an overlay protocol, called

bundle protocol (BP), on top of either transport protocols (TCP,

UDP, etc.), or of lower layer protocols (Bluetooth, Ethernet,

etc.). The DTN architecture provides long-term information

storage on intermediate nodes, suitable for coping with dis-

rupted links, long delays, and intermittent connectivity. By

dividing the end-to-end path into multiple DTN hops, in a way

that actually extends the TCP-splitting concept exploited in

most PEPs, DTN allows the use of specialized protocols on the

satellite (or space) links. This paper discusses the prospects for

use of DTN in future satellite networks. We present a broad DTN

overview, to make the reader familiar with the characteristics

that differentiate DTN from ordinary TCP/IP networking, com-

pare the DTN and PEP architectures and stacks, as a prelim-

inary step for the subsequent DTN performance assessment

carried out in practical LEO/GEO satellite scenarios. DTN secu-

rity is studied next, examining the advantages over present

satellite architectures, the threats faced in satellite scenarios,

and also open issues. Finally, the relation between DTN and

quality of service (QoS) is investigated, by focusing on QoS

architectures and QoS tools and by discussing the state of the

art of DTN research activity in modeling, routing, and conges-

tion control.

KEYWORDS | Delay- and disruption-tolerant networking (DTN);

performance enhancing proxies (PEPs); quality of service

(QoS); satellite communications; security

I . INTRODUCTION

Satellite communications present some distinctive features

that deserve to be briefly analyzed. On the positive side,

they offer a very effective way to quickly provide coverage

of large areas. Satellites can offer ubiquitous Internet

access at reasonable cost in developing countries and in
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sparsely populated areas, thus helping reduce the digital
divide. Moreover, satellite communications are essential to

support rescue teams in case of natural disasters, such as

earthquakes or flooding, when the terrestrial communica-

tion infrastructure is seriously damaged. On the other

hand, satellite systems, and in particular satellites in geo-

synchronous (GEO) orbits, have to cope with a series of

challenges at different layers of the network stack. In par-

ticular, if we focus on transport and upper layers, per-
formance is challenged by the following [1]: long round

trip times (RTTs), especially for GEO systems (about

600 ms); the likelihood of segment losses due to residual

errors on the satellite link; possible channel disruptions,

especially for mobile terminals, due to obstructions (build-

ings, tunnels, etc.); and coverage issues at high latitudes

and in challenging terrain. Even more challenging

problems arise from the deep-space environment, as well
as from other environments characterized by very long

delays and intermittent connectivity.

A possible solution to these problems comes from the

modification of the transport layer. In this view, although

an end-to-end approach, i.e., the use of a specialized

transport protocol on both end nodes, is possible, it is not

practical for the general Internet. Since satellite clients

represent a niche for general content providers, there is no
real advantage for such providers in introducing a modi-

fication of the standard protocol stack just to offer a better

quality of service (QoS) to the satellite using population.

In order to apply transport protocol variants suitable

for the satellite link, the common solution is to use so-

called performance enhancing proxies (PEPs), or protocol

accelerators, based on the TCP-splitting technique [2], [3].

PEPs are intermediate nodes, inserted either at one end of
a satellite link (integrated PEP), or more frequently, at

both ends (distributed PEPs), to isolate the satellite link

characteristics from the rest of the network. In short, PEPs

split the original end-to-end TCP connection into two

(integrated) or three (distributed) separate TCP connec-

tions, thus allowing the use of a suitable TCP variant on the

satellite link. PEPs are an effective solution and have the

important advantage of being transparent to end users.
However, they violate the end-to-end semantics of trans-

port protocols and have other serious disadvantages, for

example, related to security, since TCP splitting is incom-

patible with standard Internet security mechanisms such

as IPsec [4], which encrypts the TCP headers that the PEP

must read to improve performance on the satellite link.

The delay- and disruption-tolerant networking (DTN)

architecture [5]–[7] introduces an overlay protocol that
interfaces with either the transport layer or lower layers.

Each node of the DTN architecture can store information

for a long time before forwarding it. Thanks to these fea-

tures, DTN is particularly suited to cope with the intermit-

tent connectivity provided by a single low earth orbit

(LEO) satellite (e.g., for data sensing) or incomplete con-

stellations (e.g., for vehicle and goods tracking) [8]. DTN

can also represent a valid alternative to PEPs in GEO sys-
tems (as shown in [9] and [10] and further discussed be-

low). Finally, DTN is essential in Bdata mule applications[
characterized by the absence of a continuous path between

the source and the destination.

This paper investigates how the DTN architecture can

tackle the challenges of future satellite communications.

For this purpose, we focus on the most relevant features of

DTN, as applied to the satellite field. Sections cover
DTN architecture and protocols, a comparative evaluation

against PEP-based solutions, DTN security, and QoS, both

of which are relatively open research areas. We highlight

the novel aspects of the DTN approach and show the

feasibility of using DTN for satellite networking.

Our overall aim is threefold: first, to introduce the

DTN concept for the general readership; second, to make

the satellite communications expert aware of the oppor-
tunities offered by DTN; and last, to convince the reader

who is knowledgeable about DTN, but less familiar with

satellite communications, that this represents a potentially

important application field for DTN.

II . DTN OVERVIEW

The origin of the DTN concept lies in a generalization of
requirements identified for interplanetary networking

(IPN), in particular, for situations where Mars orbiting

spacecraft could act as a data relay for landers [11]. In such

situations, one faces latencies measured in tens of minutes,

as well as limited and highly asymmetric bandwidth. While

initially only the IPN use case was under consideration,

Fall [12] effectively rechristened the IPN as the DTN by

highlighting that the same approach had benefits when
applied to challenging networking scenarios on Earth as

well as in deep space. In addition to the deep-space use

case, three main classes of terrestrial DTN applications

have been widely studied: military tactical networking

[13], sparse sensor networks [14], and networking in de-

veloping or otherwise communications-challenged regions

[14]. The evolution of the DTN architecture and protocols

has been the subject of recent journal articles [5], [15] and
was also covered in a 2006 book [16].

Organizationally, the DTN architecture and protocols

have been mainly developed by the Internet Research Task

Force’s (IRTF) DTN Research Group (DTNRG) [17],

though there is also a partly overlapping Consultative

Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) DTN working

group [18] developing specifications for the use of DTNRG

protocols in deep-space missions. The DTNRG is an open
research group with participants from many countries and

disciplines, while contributors to CCSDS tend to be work-

ing for, or with, space agencies. DTNRG participants have

developed a number of open- and closed-source imple-

mentations of DTN protocols that have been used in a wide

variety of laboratory and real-world tests [19]. In the

United States, between 2004 and 2009, DARPA funded a
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disruption-tolerant networking program [20], with a focus
on scenarios where links suffered frequent but usually

short disruptions rather than the long light trip times

(LTTs) involved in deep space. Researchers generally treat

both DTN acronym expansions (delay- and disruption-

tolerant networks) as synonyms. Within the European

Union, some Framework 7 projects (e.g., N4C [21]) have

more recently been funded as part of the FIRE activity on

Future Internet [22].
In terms of applicability to satellite communications,

the fact that DTN has a wide variety of other applications is

a benefit, since this means that generic networking tech-

nologies can be used to handle satellite link challenges,

rather than having to develop satellite-specific solutions, as

has to date been done with PEPs. However, it must also be

acknowledged that as with satellite communications, most

current DTN use cases are also niches, so DTN is not (yet)
a Bmainstream[ Internet technology, but the DTN ar-

chitecture is designed to handle a very broad set of use

cases and as will be seen can offer benefits for satellite

networking.

A. DTN Architecture and the Bundle Protocol
The DTN architecture [6] is based on the introduction

of an overlay above transport or other lower layer proto-
cols. The essential point is that in such an overlay, delays

and disruptions can be handled at each DTN Bhop[ in a

path between a sender and a destination. Nodes on the

path can then provide the storage necessary for application

data before forwarding that to the next node on the path.

For example, any required retransmissions in an Automat-

ic Repeat re-Quest (ARQ) scheme [23] may come from an

intermediate node, and no end-to-end connection is re-
quired between the sender and destination. Thus, the main

benefit of protocols implementing the DTN architecture is

that they do not require the contemporaneous end-to-end

connectivity that TCP and other standard Internet trans-

port protocols require in order to reliably transfer

application data.

The bundle protocol (BP) [7] has been designed as an

implementation of the DTN architecture and is by far the

most broadly used DTN protocol. The basic unit of data in
the BP is a Bbundle[ which is a message that carries

application layer protocol data units (APDUs), sender and

destination names, and any additional data required for

end-to-end delivery.

The BP can interface with different lower layer (usually

transport) protocols through convergence layer adapters

(CLAs) as shown in Fig. 1 [6], [24]. Various CLAs have

been defined, including for TCP [25], UDP [26], the
Licklider transmission protocol (LTP) [27], [28]. Addi-

tional CLAs including NORM [29], DCCP [30], Bluetooth,

and raw Ethernet have been implemented in the most

commonly used open-source implementation of the BP,

called DTN2 [31]. With the BP, each DTN node on a path

may use whatever CLA is best suited for the next forward-

ing operation.

The DTN architecture has many novel aspects when
compared to traditional TCP/IP-based networks. The most

prominent, when dealing with satellite communications,

are summarized below.

B. DTN as an Overlay
First, although the TCP protocol is not necessarily

replaced, its role changes. In particular, the DTN architec-

ture is suited for acting as overlay on top of a hetero-
geneous network consisting of different segments, such as

wireless sensor/ad hoc networks, wired Internet, wireless

local area networks (LANs), satellite links, etc. By install-

ing a bundle protocol agent (BPA) on endpoints and nodes

at the border of homogeneous segments, the end-to-end

path can (if necessary) be divided into many DTN hops. On

each DTN hop different CLAs can be used, or, when the

same CLA is used for a bundle on both inbound and
outbound hops, which is common, different variants of the

same protocol (e.g., variants of TCP) can be used.

Readers familiar with satellite communications can

easily see that the DTN multihop architecture can be seen

as a generalization of the TCP-splitting concept widely

used in satellite PEPs. This aspect is further investigated in

Sections IV and VI.

C. Information Storage at Intermediate Nodes
A second, but no less important, difference between

DTN and traditional TCP/IP networking is related to

information storage. In standard networks, which assume

continuous connectivity and short delays, routers perform

nonpersistent (short-term) storage and information is

persistently stored only at end nodes, i.e., outside the net-

work core. This is because, dealing with reliable transmis-
sion, information is supposed to be easily retrieved directly

from the source. Of course, this may not be the case in

challenged networks. Therefore, to deal with long RTTs

and channel disruptions, and to cope with the extreme

case of the absence of end-to-end connectivity, in DTN

networks information is persistently (long-term) stored at

intermediate DTN nodes.Fig. 1. DTN architecture and protocol stack.
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This feature differentiates the DTN architecture also
from PEPs. In PEPs, some segments are stored, but this

storage is temporary and is aimed at synchronizing the

incoming with the outgoing segment flows. In contrast,

bundles (which are usually larger than segments) can be

stored at intermediate nodes for extended durations, and,

when the custody option (see Section II-D) is enabled, can

be saved in persistent memory such as a local hard disk.

This makes DTN much more robust against disruptions,
disconnections, and temporary node failures (e.g., re-

boots). On the other hand, in-network bundle storage

raises storage congestion issues that still need to be

addressed. While the BP includes some Bexpiry[ controls,

so that expired bundles are eventually deleted from in-

network storage, there may still be cases where a node

does not have sufficient storage available and work on

generic and scalable ways to handle this is still ongoing in
the DTN community (see Section VI-D3).

D. Custody Transfer
In some DTN use cases, the original sender of a bundle

will never have the opportunity to retransmit the appli-

cation data, for example, due to physical movement away

from the network, or for power management reasons (if

the sender will be powered off until after the bundle ex-
pires). In order to handle this, the BP supports the concept

of a node taking Bcustody[ of a bundle [24] which essen-

tially means that the custodian is taking responsibility for

any required retransmissions. In this way, even if the

sender is no longer attached to the network at all, a bundle

can be retransmitted in order to handle disruption in the

network. Locating custodians in proximity to links prone

to disruption can also greatly reduce overall latency. In the
BP, a sending node can request that other nodes on the

path take custody by signaling this in the bundle header.

When a node accepts custody, it signals back to the

previous custodian (also reported in the bundle header) so

that the previous custodian can release storage since it no

longer needs to keep a copy of the bundle. The custody

option increases reliability and is particularly useful when-

ever the sender has limited memory and/or power re-
sources, as in sensor networks, or has good reasons not to

keep in its memory sensitive information, such as in

military applications.

E. Proactive and Reactive Bundle Fragmentation
An interesting feature of the BP is the possibility of

fragmenting bundles. The DTN architecture and the BP

define two types of fragmentation, namely, proactive and
reactive. The former has been conceived to cope with in-

termittent periodic connectivity, where there may be a

limit on the amount of data that can be transferred (con-

tact volume) on a DTN hop at each availability time

window (contact time). Whenever the contact volume is

known a priori, as, for example, in LEO and in deep-space

communications, proactive fragmentation allows large

bundles to be divided a priori into multiple fragments
compatible with the contact volume.

In contrast, reactive fragmentation works a posteriori,
when disruptions interrupt an ongoing bundle transfer. In

order not to retransmit successfully received data, the

partially transmitted bundle is split into two Bfragments.[
The first contains data already sent, the second the re-

maining data. At link reestablishment, only the second

fragment is transmitted. Bundle fragments are treated as
ordinary bundles and consecutive fragmentations are pos-

sible. Since fragments are bundles, they may be routed

independently of one another. Reactive fragmentation is

particularly useful when disruptions are relatively fre-

quent, as in satellite communications with mobile termi-

nals, when obstacles (buildings, tunnels, etc.) may prevent

satellite signal reception and when large bundles are to be

transmitted. Both proactive and reactive fragmentations
are distinctive features of DTN.

F. Late Binding
In the BP, sources and destinations are named as end-

point identifiers (EIDs) and are syntactically represented

as uniform resource identifiers (URIs). There is no concept

of an address in the BP, and BP routing is based purely on

EIDs. Clearly, CLAs do make use of both names and ad-
dresses, for example a TCP CLA might use the domain

name system (DNS) to lookup an IP address in order to

establish a contact, but the BP itself does not make direct

use of IP addresses. This allows for so-called Blate binding[
where, for example, with a destination EID that includes a

DNS name, only the CLA for the final DTN hop might have

to resolve that DNS name to an IP address and routing for

earlier hops can be purely name based. Late binding can be
advantageous in networks where some nodes cannot access

the kind of infrastructure offered by, for example, the

DNS. A URI scheme Bdtn:[ has been registered for use

with the BP, and an EID might look like Bdtn://dtn.

example.com/myApp[ and the final forwarding step for a

bundle destined for that DTN node might involve looking

up the IP address for dtn.example.com and connecting to

the standard TCP port (4556) [32] for the BP on that host.

G. Routing
As clearly stated in [33], Bthe routing objective of tradi-

tional routing schemes has been to select a path which mini-
mizes some simple metric (e.g. the number of hops). For DTN
networks, however, the most desirable objective is not imme-
diately obvious.[ So, metric definition is not trivial. Clearly,

an important objective for DTN is to increase the proba-
bility of bundle delivery, but reducing the delivery delay is

also usually important for applications. Storage manage-

ment is also related to routing, as is energy efficiency. DTN

routing schemes have to deal with the fact that nodes are

not constantly connected, and the concept of the Bcontact[
[11] has been defined as a duration during which one node

can send to another with a certain bandwidth expectation.

Caini et al. : Delay- and Disruption-Tolerant Networking (DTN)
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For example, for a LEO satellite a contact would map to a
pass over a ground station which will have a known

duration and bandwidth. The contact volume or capacity is

then the amount of data that can be transmitted in that

contact and is essentially the product of the contact

duration and bandwidth. Note that while the concept of a

contact is very useful for routing schemes, contacts can fail

to occur, or encounter disruption, in which case the BP’s

custodial retransmission may be used to recover, but some
routing schemes may also recalculate routes as a result of

such failure. The routing issue deserves great attention and

is quite closely linked to QoS provision. For these

motivations, Section VI contains a classification of routing

schemes and a detailed analysis of the state of the art.

H. DTN Experiments
In addition to the many studies, simulations, and emu-

lations, there have been a number of real-world experi-

ments with DTN, for both terrestrial and space scenarios.

On the ground, DTN has been investigated for military

tactical networking [13] and for environmental monitoring

[14], [16]. In space, DTN has been flown on the EPOXI

spacecraft [34] in order to increase its technology readi-

ness level (TRL) and on the International Space Station

[35] and with the United Kingdom’s part of the disaster
monitoring satellite (DMC) constellation [8]. In all these

cases, DTN has been found to be effective, and even more

advanced DTN mechanisms such as reactive fragmentation

have proved to be useful.

III . DTN AS AN EVOLUTION OF
TCP-SPLITTING PEPS

Generally, two PEP configurations are possible: Bdistri-

buted,[ with two PEPs at the edges of the satellite link

[Fig. 2(a)], and, less frequently, Bintegrated,[ with just one

PEP at the satellite gateway [Fig. 2(b)]. Although there are

many kinds of PEPs, here we focus on TCP-splitting PEPs,

which are the most common. Each TCP-splitting PEP splits

the end-to-end connection into two parts. Therefore, in

distributed PEPs, we have three TCP connections: from
the sender to the gateway PEP; between the two PEPs; and

from the satellite terminal PEP to the satellite receiver.

The first and the last are usually on standard wired links

and use ordinary TCP (e.g., NewReno). The intermediate

satellite connection uses a different TCP version (or ano-

ther transport protocol) specialized for the satellite link.

For integrated PEPs, we have just two connections, one

wired (using normal TCP), from satellite sender to in-
tegrated PEP, the other on the satellite link where a

modified version of TCP is in order. Integrated PEPs have

no need of a PEP at the user premises, which is a sig-

nificant advantage considering that one satellite gateway

may have hundreds or thousands of connected terminals.

On the other hand, to keep an integrated PEP transparent

to end users, the transport protocol on the satellite link is

limited to enhanced versions of TCP, and more specifically

to TCP variants that are compatible with standard TCP

receivers.

For both distributed and integrated PEPs it is possible

to show a corresponding DTN architecture which uses a

CLA for TCP, included in the BP, in this case. We focus
here on the integrated architecture, which is better suited

for a direct comparison. A DTN network that corresponds

to the integrated PEP in Fig. 2(b) is shown in Fig. 2(c). The

corresponding protocol stacks are given in Fig. 3(a) and

(b), respectively.

By comparing integrated PEPs and DTN, the following

commonalities are apparent:

• both have two transport layer connections, the first
wired and the second on the satellite link;

• both can use a TCP variant suitable for satellite

links.

These characteristics are instrumental to offer good

performance to satellite users, as shown in the next section.

There are, however, also some important differences.

• The DTN solution is not as transparent: the BP

must be installed on end-nodes.
• TCP splitting violates end-to-end TCP semantics,

because intermediate PEPs must operate at trans-

port and application layers, while the protocol

stack reserves these functionalities to end nodes

only. In DTN, this drawback is avoided, as the role

of TCP is redefined by the BP insertion.

• TCP splitting is incompatible with IPsec (see

Section V).

Fig. 2. PEP and DTN architecture comparison: (a) distributed PEP;

(b) integrated PEP; (c) DTN network.
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IV. DTN AND GEO/LEO
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS:
APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The DTN architecture can be used for GEO satellites with

fixed terminals, GEO with mobile terminals, and for LEO

satellites. These scenarios are separately examined below,
however, we first consider the different levels of end-to-

end connectivity in these scenarios. In GEO satellite with

fixed terminals, continuous end-to-end connectivity is

usually available, so alternatives to DTN, specifically PEPs,

are available and offer good performance. In the second

scenario, terminal mobility makes the environment more

challenging, as channel disruptions can be caused by ob-

stacles such as large buildings or tunnels. In this case, DTN
can offer increased resilience, but the advantage over PEPs

must be carefully evaluated, as it depends on the disruption

characteristics of the channel. The third scenario is the

most challenging, being characterized either by inter-

mittent scheduled end-to-end connectivity, for example,

for LEO observation satellites, or, by the total absence of

end-to-end connectivity, for example, when data are trans-

ferred from a source to a destination by means of a LEO
satellite that is never visible to both at the same time (the

LEO satellite works as a Bdata mule[ [36]). In these cases,

the advantages of DTN are outstanding, as neither PEPs nor

other end-to-end solutions are able to cope with such

disruption.

Without loss of generality, we initially focus on the case

of a fixed user connected to the general Internet through a

GEO satellite. There are large delays (RTT of about
600 ms), possible congestion on the wired IP network and

possible segment losses due to residual bit errors on the

satellite channel (packets with one or more corrupted bits

are discarded). This scenario is the least favorable to DTN

because, without terminal mobility, we can reasonably

assume that the satellite link is less disrupted and therefore

there is almost always a continuous path between end

nodes. For this scenario, it has been shown in [9] that the
DTN approach is nonetheless competitive with current

solutions, in particular PEPs. Here we present additional

results, obtained with more recent versions of the same

testbed and tools. Before proceeding, a brief description of

these is necessary.

A. TATPA Testbed
The testbed on advanced transport protocols and

architectures (TATPA) is shown in Fig. 4. It reproduces

the characteristics of heterogeneous networks that include

a satellite link and is based on a set of Linux PCs, whose

kernel (version 2.26) has been patched with the multi-TCP

package implementing TCP-Hybla [37].

A Linux implementation of an integrated TCP-splitting

PEP, PEPsal [38], can be enabled on the router R2, in

conformance with the topology given in Fig. 2(b). TCP A and
TCP B in Fig. 3(a) are NewReno and Hybla, respectively. The

corresponding DTN configuration [Fig. 2(c)] is obtained by

installing the DTN2 BP reference implementation (version

2.7) [31] on the satellite sender and receiver, and on R2,

which, in this case, acts as DTN intermediate node. For fair-

ness in comparison with PEPsal, transports A and B in

Fig. 3(b) are NewReno and Hybla. A satellite emulator adds

the desired delay (287.5 ms one way for GEO) and packet
error rate (PER, 0% or 1% in tests). Satellite link disruptions

are emulated from real traces. DTN performance evaluation

used the DTNperf_2 tool, included in the DTN2 package.

B. GEO Satellites With Fixed Terminals
Our first tests assess the performance achievable on a

180-s satellite data transfer in terms of goodput, i.e., the

Fig. 4. Logical layout of the TATPA testbed.

Fig. 3. PEP and DTN protocol stack comparison: (a) integrated PEP;

(b) DTN.
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amount of application layer data transferred per time unit
(Fig. 5). Four techniques are compared (end-to-end

NewReno, end-to-end Hybla, PEPsal, and DTN) in four

different environments with increasing challenges (ideal,

congested, nonzero PER, and nonzero PER plus conges-

tion). We examine the four scenarios individually.

1) Ideal Channel: This case is a baseline with just a long

RTT (600 ms, 25 on R1-R2 link plus 575 on the satellite
link). NewReno is not able to fully exploit the 10-Mb/s

satellite bandwidth in the first 180 s. End-to-end Hybla

performs better (5.8 Mb/s), as it was specifically designed

to counteract long RTTs. The best performance is achieved

by PEPsal, which takes advantage of both Hybla and the

reduced RTT (575 ms) on the satellite connection. DTN

reaches basically the same performance as PEPsal, due to

the similarity between the two architectures.

2) Congestion: This environment shows the BRTT

unfairness[ problem, typical when encompassing both

wired and satellite links [1]. Here, the satellite data

transfer (RTT ¼ 600 ms) is severely impaired by five short

RTT (25 ms) connections competing on the Bwired IP

network[ (i.e., on the R1-R2 link).1 The impact on

NewReno is dramatic, as goodput falls to almost zero. In
contrast, the other techniques are quite close to the

Bmaximum fair share,[ i.e., the bottleneck bandwidth div-

ided by the total number of competing connections, which

is 1.66 Mb/s (10 Mb/s divided by 6), and which can be

considered as the ideal target. This should be ascribed for

end-to-end Hybla to its improved congestion control,

while for both PEPsal and DTN to the isolation of the

satellite link from the wired part of the IP network.

3) PER: This is as in the ideal case, but where the
satellite link is affected by a very large PER (1%). This can

happen with bad propagation conditions on the satellite

link. Although the origin of the problem is different, re-

sults are qualitatively close to the congestion case: end-to-

end NewReno performs very badly, while other techniques

perform better (although goodput is far from the available

bandwidth). In contrast to the congestion case, here the

better performance of PEPsal and DTN is mainly due to the
use of a TCP variant optimized to the satellite link, and not

to the isolation of the satellite channel from the wired IP

network.

4) PER and Congestion: This environment suffers from

congestion and PER simultaneously. Results are close to

the congestion-only case, which shows that congestion is

the dominant impairment.

C. GEO Satellite With Mobile Terminals
In the second scenario, satellite terminal mobility in-

troduces channel disruption as an additional impairment.

In this case, DTN’s possible advantage depends on the dis-

ruption duration and frequency. In particular, with the BP

using a TCP CLA, and with the DTN2 reference imple-

mentation, we have to distinguish between Bshort[ (� 30 s)
and Blong[ (> 30 s) disruptions. The 30-s threshold is set in

accordance with the DTN2 reference implementation

default, even if DTN RFCs do not specify this value.

Short disruptions do not need a response from the BP

and are directly counteracted by TCP retransmission. In

contrast, longer disruptions trigger the BP to close the

disrupted TCP connection and make a series of attempts to

open a new TCP connection. This behavior may seem sur-
prising at a first glance. However, it is exactly what a

human user would do when dealing with a connection that

seems frozen for a relatively long time. He would close it,

and, immediately after, would try to open a new one. The

DTN2 implementation of the BP does the same.

The forced TCP closure in turns triggers reactive

bundle fragmentationVthe bundle is divided into two

fragments: the data already successfully transmitted being
the first fragment, while the remaining data form the

second fragment, which will be transmitted as soon as a

new TCP connection is established after disruption ends.

Tunnels on railways or highways provide a practical

example of disruption induced by terminal mobility. Here,

we focus on railway tunnels, considering real data

referring to the Bologna–Florence BDirettissima,[ one of

the most important Italian railway lines [10]. The line is
96 km long, with 33 tunnels of different lengths alternating

with open segments. The total length of the tunnels is

37 km, 39% of the line. Assuming a constant speed of

120 km/h, we have 30 Bshort[ disruptions and three Blong[
disruptions (namely 214, 92, and 553 s).

Our test scenario is a file transfer from a well-connected

server to a satellite terminal onboard a train moving from

1The ratio of one satellite over five wired connections is arbitrary, but
aims at reproducing the disparity that can be found in realistic
environments, where the amount of TCP traffic directed to a satellite
receiver is largely dominated by competing terrestrial TCP traffic.

Fig. 5. GEO satellite with fixed users (no disruptions); goodput of a

single satellite connection (RTT ¼ 600 ms); averaged values, 90%

confidence intervals.
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Bologna to Florence with goodput averaged over the total
trip time (2865 s at 120 km/h). The topology is as the same

of the previous subsections, with the exception of terminal

mobility. For the sake of comparison, we consider the same

techniques as before. Results are shown in Fig. 6. Com-

paring this figure with the corresponding results presented

in Fig. 5, two conclusions are worth noting. First, per-

formance is reduced in all cases (note the different y-axis

scale), which is obvious, considering that the satellite
channel is unavailable for 39% of the time because of

tunnels. Less evident is that, to this time, we need to add

the Brestart delay,[ only after which are the TCP and the BP

able to restart transmission after end of the disruption, and

also the time needed by TCP to reach a steady state. The

longer the RTT is, the worse is this effect [39].

The second notable conclusion is that the qualitative

behavior is the same as without disruptions, except that, in
this case, it is DTN, and not PEPsal, that offers the best

performance. The difference, however, is slight but real.

Had we considered a 60-km/h train speed, the longest

disruption would have become greater than 1200 s, which

is roughly the Bmaximum tolerable disruption length[
with Linux TCP defaults. In this case, all techniques but

DTN would have aborted the data transfer [39].

In summary, with a mobile terminal, DTN can become
advantageous also in terms of goodput, with its advantage

depending on the duration and frequency of disruptions.

For very long disruptions, DTN is definitively better. Some

experiments applying DTN to GEO sat communications

with mobile terminals have already been carried out in the

military field [40].

D. LEO Satellites
LEO satellites are characterized by lower orbits with a

reduced distance from Earth (160–2000 km). Compared to

GEO they offer the advantage of reduced propagation loss
and delay, due to the shorter propagation path. However,

for an observer on the Earth they are not fixed in the sky,

but appear to move very quickly; for example, at 520-km
altitude the orbital period is about 90 min. As a result, a

single satellite can only provide intermittent connectivity

with a ground station, while continuous connectivity

requires a constellation of satellites. We focus here on the

case of a single satellite, which is the most interesting

from a DTN point of view, considering two possible

applications.

The first scenario applies to communications between
one LEO satellite and its ground station. The satellite

passes above the ground station on a scheduled basis and,

as said before, a communication link (or Bcontact[) can be

established only for a short period (Bcontact window[),

thus providing scheduled intermittent connectivity. The

short contact window and the limited channel bandwidth

impose a limit on the Bcontact volume,[ i.e., the total

amount of data that can be transferred during a contact
window. If very large files (e.g., images) cannot be

transferred during a single pass, it would be necessary

to divide them into multiple segments to be transmitted

over consecutive passes. In this case, the Bproactive

fragmentation[ feature of the BP can be used, automat-

ically diving the large payload into multiple bundles of a

predetermined size matching the known contact volume.

In fact, the first experiments of DTN technology on
real LEO satellites match this scenario. In these experi-

ments [8], images were downloaded as bundles to ground

stations when in visibility. Despite some minor problems,

these experiments demonstrated that DTN can facilitate

automated routing of sensor data and increase the integ-

ration between terrestrial Internet and satellite observa-

tion networks.

In the second scenario, the data source and sink are
both ground stations distant enough not to be in the LEO

satellite coverage area at the same time. In other words,

there is never a continuous connection between source

and destination. This scenario is the most favorable to

DTN applications, as the absence of end-to-end connec-

tivity prevents the establishment of TCP (or TCP-like)

connections between the ground stations. Moreover, the

lack of end-to-end connectivity also makes UDP transfers
impossible without some in-network storage. So the only

possible approach is to store-and-forward large amount of

data on the satellite. We can distinguish three phases. In

the first phase, the source is connected to the satellite and

data (e.g., images) are moved on board of the satellite. In

the second phase, neither the source nor the sink ground

stations are connected to the satellite and data are stored

on local persistent memory (e.g., hard disks). In the third
phase, the sink ground station connects and data are down-

loaded from the satellite. Although applied to a satellite

environment, this is a typical example of Bdata-mule[
communication, a task for which the BP was designed. The

only alternative to DTN in this scenario would be either

manual uploading/downloading of files or a specific

application including the features of the BP.

Fig. 6. GEO satellite with mobile users (disruptions due to railway

tunnels); goodput of a single satellite connection (RTT ¼ 600 ms);

averaged values, 90% confidence intervals.
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V. DTN SECURITY

A. Internet Security Challenges When Using PEPs
When considering security, in addition to the transport

layer PEPs (T-PEPs) we have already seen, we also need to

consider application layer PEPs (A-PEPs), such as HTTP

accelerators. T-PEPs and A-PEPs require access to either

transport or application layer headers, respectively. This

may be prevented by the use of Internet standard end-to-
end security mechanisms, such as IPsec [41] or transport

layer security (TLS) [42], which encrypt these headers and

therefore prevent PEPs from functioning. More specifi-

cally, the use of end-to-end IPsec is incompatible with both

kinds of PEPs, because the whole IP payload is encrypted,

including both TCP and HTTP headers. By contrast, TLS,

working only on the TCP payload, is compatible with

T-PEPs (but not with A-PEPs), because TCP headers are not
encrypted. It should be pointed out, however, that

incompatibility here means that encrypted connections

just cannot take advantage of PEPs.

To override the end-to-end incompatibility, one can

make use of standard Internet security mechanisms on the

satellite link only, which, being of course wireless, is the

most prone to eavesdropping and other security attacks.

This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where IPsec is applied between
gateway PEP and satellite terminal PEP [Fig. 2(a)] [3],

[43]. This is similar to using other techniques, such as

DVB-RCS [44] or unidirectional link encapsulation (ULE)

security [45], but IPsec provides modest additional

security functions.

To make T-PEPs compatible with end-to-end security

some satellite-specific solutions [4], such as transport

friendly encapsulating security protocol (TF-ESP) or
modified ESP (M-ESP), modify the encapsulated security

protocol (ESP) headers used by IPsec, so as to leave TCP

header outside the scope of encryption. Suggestions were

also made to use TLS with IPsec in order to protect the

TCP header. However, these methods all appear to expose

the connection to security threats [46]. An alternative is

the use of multilayer IP security (ML-IPsec), which is a

more flexible (though complex) solution [47], [48]. It div-
ides the IP datagram into zones, with different protection

schemes. The user data part is protected end-to-end by

keys shared only between the source and the destination,

while the TCP header is protected by keys shared also by

PEPs (see Fig. 8). A similar rule could be applied to the

HTTP header zone. Despite its technical appeal, ML-IPsec

also presents some drawbacks. In particular, it is not

transparent, while most PEPs are, and its use is basically
dictated by the need to overcome a problem, the incompa-

tibility of IPsec with PEPs, which is urgent but also specific

to satellite communications, which are a niche market. By

contrast to the IPsec suite, ML-IPsec has not been stan-

dardized by IETF or widely deployed in general Internet.

All security techniques have to deal with the key

exchange problem. In IPsec, this is addressed by the IPsec

Internet key exchange protocol (IKEv2), which is part of
the IPsec suite. As an alternative in ML-IPsec, a multicast

key management, such as the IETF secure multicast

architecture, might be used, as suggested in [49].

In summary, while security on the satellite link is not

an issue, end-to-end security in the presence of interme-

diate entities, like PEPs, is still problematic.

B. Current DTN Security
In challenged networks, standard Internet security

mechanisms, such as TLS, IPsec and the variants presented

in Section V-A do not perform well, or at all, because of

long delays, possible disruptions, and the possible lack of a

continuous end-to-end connectivity. The DTN architecture

must therefore address this problem with new security

tools. Before examining them, let us anticipate that DTN

security solutions offer an interesting opportunity to cope
with the typical security problems that are met in satellite

[50] and space-based networks [51]. At present, the defi-

nition of BP security is still in progress but many specifica-

tions are already contained in the bundle security protocol

(BSP) [52], which defines a set of BP extensions to support

hop-by-hop and end-to-end authentication, integrity vali-

dation, and confidentiality. The bundle structure consistsFig. 7. Security solutions with PEPs.

Fig. 8. ML-IPsec with PEPs.
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of a series of elements called Bblocks.[ In addition, the BSP

defines [52] the following security blocks.

• Bundle authentication block (BAB): used to

assure the authenticity and integrity of the bundle

along a single hop from forwarder to intermediate

receiver.

• Payload integrity block (PIB): used to assure the
authenticity and integrity of the payload from

the PIB security source, which creates the PIB,

to the PIB security destination.

• Payload confidentiality block (PCB): indicates that

the payload has been encrypted, in whole or in

part, at the PCB security source in order to protect

the bundle content while in transit to the PCB

security destination.
• Extension security block (ESB): provides security

for nonpayload blocks in a bundle.

As shown in Fig. 9, BAB is used for hop-by-hop au-

thentication and integrity on one DTN hop. By contrast,

PIB is used end to end or over multiple DTN hops (the

security source may be the original source or an inter-

mediary, and analogously for the security destination); see

Fig. 10. Note that the authentication information in the
PIB may be verified by any node in between the PIB secu-

rity source and the PIB security destination that has access

to the cryptographic keys and the revocation status

information required to do so. Confidentiality between a

security source and security destination is provided by PCB

in a manner analogous to PIB; see Fig. 11. Finally, ESB can

be used to provide security for nonpayload blocks, not

protected by PIB and PCB, such as routing or other
metadata. Further details on security architecture in DTN

can be found in [52].

C. DTN Security Threats in Satellite
Communications

Threats can, as usual, be passive or active. Due to the

broadcast nature of satellites, passive threats such as

eavesdropping and traffic analysis are major concerns.

Active threats (or attacks) are more difficult to implement

successfully, but must also be addressed. Examples of
active attacks are masquerading, message modification,

and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Noting that civil space

missions ought now be more security aware, CCSDS have

produced a Bgreen book[ [53] describing generic threats to

space missions. A more specific analysis of threats arising

from the use of DTN or other store-and-forward commu-

nications technologies in space missions has also recently

been published [51].
Satellite link characteristics such as long delays, li-

mited bandwidth, and link asymmetry may also make

security provisioning and recovery from attack more diffi-

cult than in terrestrial networks [45]. Thus, satellite DTN

service requirements can be summarized as follows.

• Due to satellite link delays, security processing

should be kept to a minimum.

• Due to bandwidth limitation and link asymmetry,
security overheads should be kept to minimum.

• As in satellite networks packet losses and link

disruptions may be relatively frequent, key ex-

changes should include reliability mechanisms.

Fig. 9. BAB for hop-by-hop authentication and integrity check.

Fig. 10. PIB for end-to-end authentication and integrity check.

Fig. 11. PCB for end-to-end confidentiality.
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The considerations above give rise to research issues
such as lightweight key management, lightweight authen-

tication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)-like archi-

tecture for authentication and authorization, resilience to

DoS attacks, and provision of anonymity to end users [15],

[54], detailed in the following.

D. Key Management in DTN
Key management is one of the most difficult problems

in DTN security [51] and essentially remains an open

question. The reason is that key management generally

requires multiple round trips in order to securely exchange
or establish keys, and in a generic DTN round trips are

always problematic because of long delays and possible

disruption.

A DTN key management architecture must allow au-

thentication between previously untrusting parties to

establish the shared keys required for the BSP. To this

end, various public key mechanisms have been proposed,

such as traditional public key infrastructure (PKI) [12],
identity-based cryptography (IBC) [55], and proxy-

certificate-based schemes [54]. Security processing related

to such schemes can be divided into the following phases

[56]: entity registration, key establishment, re-keying, and

key update. Of course, all phases must be ruled by suitable

security policies. As an additional requirement in DTN,

key management protocols must support heterogeneity to

cater for nodes with varying capabilities including low-
powered devices and sensors and should work with

scheduled, predicted, and opportunistic contacts.

E. Access Control in DTN
Access control protects the network and its resources

from unauthorized access. The relative resource scarcity of

DTNs makes access control arguably more important than

in the Internet. For example, in space communications

link capacities and storage resources are definitively con-

strained. Standard access control mechanisms may be

unworkable in DTN networks. In a seminal DTN paper

[12] Fall proposed a public key-certificate-based ap-
proach where each participating entity is issued public/

private key pairs. This approach uses access control lists

though it is claimed to be partially susceptible to node

compromise.

In traditional Internet, the AAA architecture [57] is

used for access control. It tends to be relatively

centralized [58], and can impose single points of failure

in DTNs, if not carefully deployed. Distributed and
hierarchical architectures may suit multiregional DTNs

with region-specific policies. Thus, a workable access

control solution for DTN should be simple and scalable,

support offline processing, not impose too many commu-

nication overheads, and combine key and broader policy

management. In [59], a hierarchical architecture is

proposed.

F. Resilience to Denial of Service Attacks
DoS attacks can be launched at any layer of the proto-

col stack and at any network or security service [60], [61].

Since most DTN nodes are resource constrained in some

sense, an attacker can usually find some kind of DoS that

may damage any given DTN, e.g., the attacker could simply

send many large bundles from a well-connected node,

through some kind of gateway node into an area with low

bandwidth or storage capacity. Compared to a host on the
Internet, DoS recovery for a DTN node can be far more

problematic, in particular, for remote nodes.

DoS mitigation techniques can often be directly applied

in DTN; for example, the LTP protocol (a BP convergence

layer) includes a cookie mechanism [62] which, when

applied, should limit DoS attempts to on-path attacks.

Similar schemes have also been proposed for the BP [63].

G. Identity Protection and Anonymity in DTN
Encryption hides transmitted data, but metadata that

relate to user identity may still be visible. To achieve ano-

nymity in DTN researchers defined Banonymous routing

protocols[ based on the idea of mixed networks or Bonion

routing[ [64].

In some minor respects, the BP is privacy unfriendly, as

there is no support for encryption of the primary bundle
block which is the main header with the bundle source,

creation timestamp, and destination. For this reason (and

others), work has begun within the DTNRG on a method

for bundle-in-bundle encapsulation [65].

VI. DTN AND QUALITY OF SERVICE

A. The Importance of QoS Over Generic
Heterogeneous Networks

The importance of QoS increases with the heteroge-

neity of the network. As always, applications may require a

specific level of performance from the network. Hetero-

geneous networks, however, may be managed by different

service providers, may use different transmission means,

such as cables and satellites, and may make use of different
networking technologies, such as ATM, IPv4, IPv6, and

MPLS. Moreover, a network may be heterogeneous also

from the point of view of users, who can require different

services and use different methods to pay for them. The

challenge in generic heterogeneous networks is to offer

end-to-end QoS guarantees transparently.

As Marchese states in [66], the overall problem of QoS

interworking may be structured into vertical QoS map-
ping and horizontal QoS mapping. Vertical QoS mapping

regards a network as being composed of functional layers

so that the overall achieved result depends on the QoS

achieved at each layer. Horizontal QoS mapping relates to

the need to transfer QoS requirements among network

portions implementing different technologies and

protocols.
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The implementation of vertical and horizontal map-

pings requires the use of QoS management functions.

Table 1 contains a list of necessary QoS management

functions along with an indication of the time interval at
which they may be applied. Packet time is of the order of

magnitude of packet arrival (e.g., tens of milliseconds and

below), round trip time ranges from hundreds of milli-

seconds to seconds, and connection time is of the order of

magnitude of connection requests arrival and may range

from seconds to minutes. Long term indicates larger order

of magnitude such as hours, days, up to months and years.

From the QoS architecture viewpoint, the idea is that
each part of the network using a specific technology de-

serves a peculiar solution.

The features mentioned in Table 1 can be implemented

within QoS gateways [66] (see Fig. 12). QoS gateways

should be located among networks that implement differ-

ent technological solutions. A similar approach is already

applied in European Union projects like Sensei [67] and

Eu-mesh [68].

B. QoS Architecture and DTN
We have outlined generic QoS requirements for possi-

bly heterogeneous networks. We now describe the tools

available within the DTN architecture and the BP to man-

age QoS. The connection between two DTN gateways that

join different wide-area networks (WANs) is shown in

Fig. 13. The similarity of the architectures reported in
Figs. 12 and 13 is clear since the BP is also an overlay that

can run on top of heterogeneous networks.

The role of the BP as a gateway to join different net-

works is mentioned in a relatively old DTN tutorial [69], in

[50], and in [15] where the DTN architecture is presented

as a framework for dealing with heterogeneity. An idea

introduced in [70] is to merge the QoS gateway with the

DTN node to create a device that can provide the QoS,
mobility, and security capabilities of QoS gateways and the

power of managing intermittent and disrupted links as

well as large and variable delays of the DTN nodes. Such a

new intelligent DTN gateway may be the object of future

research activity.

C. QoS Tools within the DTN architecture

1) Priority Class: Even if the BP does not provide a

complete set of QoS management functions as outlined in

Table 1, the BP and the DTN architecture contain impor-

tant tools that can be used to implement QoS in DTNs. The

Table 1 QOS Management Functions

Fig. 12. QoS gateway action.

Fig. 13. DTN gateways connection.
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DTN architecture provides three priority levels for bundle
delivery: low, medium, and high. Priority levels imply

some form of priority-based scheduling within DTN node

queues: bulk, which concerns lowest priority bundles;

normal; and expedited, whose bundles should be shipped

prior to bundles of the other classes. The concept of prio-

rity classes broadly matches flow/traffic class identification

in Table 1.

2) Delivery Options: The DTN architecture offers a set of

delivery options based on bundle status reports (BSR) [6],

which can help QoS provision.

• Bundle receptionVsent when a bundle arrives at a

DTN node.

• Custody acceptanceVsent when a node has

accepted custody of a bundle.

• Bundle forwardedVsent when a bundle departs
from a DTN node after having been forwarded.

• Bundle deletionVsent from a DTN node when a

bundle is discarded.

• Bundle deliveryVsent from a destination node

when a bundle is received at a destination applica-

tion. Bundle delivery report represents the return

receipt.

• Acknowledged by applicationVsent by the appli-
cation at a destination node when complete appli-

cation packet comprising sent bundles has been

processed by an application.

• Custody signalVwhich indicates that custody has

been successfully transferred. It is a Boolean indi-

cator and may signal either a successful or a failed

custody transfer attempt.

Delivery options may help manage QoS related to sched-
uling, flow, and congestion control, and routing.

D. QoS and DTN: Research Activity State of the Art

1) Modeling a DTN Network: The first step is finding a

proper model for a DTN. Describing a DTN through a

graph where vertices (representing DTN nodes) may be

interconnected with more than one edge (representing the
outgoing links) is a widespread model [6]. This type of

graph is called multigraph. Each edge is characterized by a

bandwidth and by a delay, and both can be time varying.

The peculiar feature of DTNs is that the bandwidth of an

edge may be zero for a long period of time during which it

is not possible to forward bundles over that edge. This

feature does not exclude that link from the routing algo-

rithm because each bundle can be stored in a node for a
long time. As stated in Section II, the period of time when

the capacity is positive and bundles can be forwarded is

called Bcontact period.[ Contacts [6] may be persistent, if

always available; on-demand, if they are instantiated on

request; and intermittent, which are further classified as:

scheduled, if established upon an agreement; opportunis-

tic, if unexpected; and predicted, if based on predictions.

Routing and congestion control algorithms may vary
heavily depending on the application environment [5] and

the related model used to describe the network. Satellite

and interplanetary DTN is often modeled through sched-

uled contacts that are known in advance as well as laten-

cies, with approximations depending on factors such as

fading and bandwidth. Emergency DTNs are mainly char-

acterized by opportunistic contacts. Another important

aspect in DTN nodes is represented by storage, which is
finite and may be modeled through buffers of limited

capacity.

2) Routing: Routing in DTNs deserves special attention.

For this reason, as anticipated in Section II-G, a detailed

classification of DTN routing schemes is presented below.

Classifying DTN routing algorithms is somewhat complex.

In [33], Jain et al. structure routing algorithms depending
on the amount of knowledge they use to compute routes:

Bzero knowledge[ algorithms, which do not use any

knowledge; Bpartial knowledge[ algorithms, which use

partial information to make choices; and Bcomplete

knowledge[ algorithms that have all information to route

bundles. Knowledge is modeled through oracles, abstract

entities that provide, separately, information about con-

tacts, queue status, and traffic demands.
Moreover, in [33], Jain et al. also report a set of routing

schemes, ranging from first contact (FC), in the Bzero

knowledge[ category, to linear programming (LP)-based

routing, which act using Bcomplete knowledge[ about

contacts, queue status, and traffic demands. They also

consider a group of schemes between the two extremes, all

belonging to Bpartial knowledge[ category: minimum ex-

pected delay (MED), which uses statistical information
about contacts; earliest delivery (ED) and earliest delivery

with local queuing (EDLQ), which use information about

contacts, and, in EDLQ, local information about queues;

and earliest delivery with all queues (EDAQ), which adds

information about queues to the knowledge about contacts

but still ignores traffic demands. This classification pro-

vides a clear framework that simplifies the comparison

between different alternatives.
Another classification comes from [72]–[74]. In these

schemes, routing algorithms are classified as ones that re-

plicate bundles (Breplication[) or as ones that forward only

a single bundle copy (Bforwarding[). Both have advantages

and disadvantages and their suitability depends on the ap-

plication environment. BForwarding[ schemes are more

suitable for resource optimization. By performing no repli-

cation they can make better use of bandwidth, storage, and
energy. On the other hand, Breplication[ schemes can

provide higher performance in terms of bundle delivery

probability and lower delay. The schemes reported in [33]

belong to the Bforwarding[ category, as does delay-tolerant

routing for developing regions (DTLSR) [73], which pro-

poses a modification of the classical link state algorithm

(LSA) for networks characterized by intermittent contacts.
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The scenario that gave rise to DTLSR is networking in
developing regions but it may be applied also in other

scenarios. Its basic idea is that route calculation should

include links that are not currently available (totally ig-

nored by classical LSA) but that could be available in

future.

BReplication[ schemes include all flooding-based

algorithms [74]. Here, they are listed in the order of first

appearance in the literature.
• Epidemic routing [75], which is highly reliable but

heavily resource intensive as nodes continuously

replicate and transmit bundles to new contacts that

do not already possess a copy without any attempt

to avoid replication.

• ProPHET [76], [77], which uses the nonrandom-

ness of contacts, as often happens in real scenarios,

to replicate bundles only if there is a given chance
to deliver it.

• Spray-and-wait [78], which Bsprays[ a limited

number of copies into the network, and then

Bwaits[ until one of these nodes meets (Bcontacts[)

the destination.

• MaxProp [79], evaluated on a real DTN bus

network, is based on prioritizing both the schedule

of bundles transmitted to DTN nodes and the
schedule of bundles to be dropped. The priorities

are based on path likelihoods according to histo-

rical data and on complementary mechanisms.

• RAPID [71], [72], also evaluated on the same DTN

bus network, uses a random variable that repre-

sents the contact between two DTN nodes and re-

plicates bundles in decreasing order of their

marginal utility at each transfer opportunity. Utility
is measured for three separate metrics aimed at

minimizing either the average delivery delay or the

missed bundle deadline beyond which the bundle is

no longer useful, or the maximum delivery delay.

Both ProPHET and MaxProp have been designed for

vehicular networks where contacts are relatively random.

This randomness is unlikely in most satellite and in inter-

planetary networks where contacts are typically scheduled.
This should be considered when choosing a suitable rout-

ing scheme even if some of the features proposed in these

schemes appear very useful also for routing in space envi-

ronments whose peculiarities are evidenced in [34]. One

particular scheme that has been designed for the determi-

nistic case of deep-space networking is contact graph

routing (CGR) [80], where each node on the path calcu-

lates a route from itself to the bundle destination based on
a graph.

As mentioned before, routing decisions, in particular in

the satellite environment, may depend on different, often

conflicting, factors, such as storage, bundle delivery,

latency, and energy use. In this view, within the category

of forwarding and partial knowledge schemes, Bisio et al.
[81] suggest a congestion-aware routing approach for DTN

interplanetary networks, based on a vector-optimization
built on multiattribute decision making (MADM) and

aimed at selecting routes by considering different perfor-

mance indicators at the same time.

In contrast to these rather complex schemes, many

DTNs [14] actually make use of static routing, where nodes

match the bundle destination against a static table that

usually supports wildcard matching. Generally, these tables

map to contacts that may be configured in various ways, for
example, as Bopportunistic[ or Balways on.[ The model is

usually event driven, so that when a bundle arrives, or a

new contact is opened, the set of currently open contacts is

checked and the bundle is forwarded if the static routing

rule for one of those contacts matches the destination. Both

forwarding and replication options may be used with static

routing. DTN2 [31] is often used in this manner.

Finally, given the diversity inherent in the different
kinds of DTNs that have been envisaged, and in the set of

routing schemes that have been developed, it should be

clear that no one routing scheme should assume that it will

be used for the entire path from bundle source to destina-

tion. So there may be a need for some nodes to act as

gateways between different routing domains. One rela-

tively common case is where there are some well-

connected nodes that make use of static routing and a
gateway into a challenged region, inside which some

subepidemic routing scheme, like the ones above, is used.

3) Congestion Control: Another topic of ongoing

research, related to routing in DTN networks is congestion

control, defined in the DTN architecture [6] Bas a means of
assuring that the aggregate rate at which all traffic sources
inject data into a network does not exceed the maximum
aggregate rate at which the network can deliver data to des-
tination nodes over time.[

In a DTN, congestion can occur either at a CLA, for

example, if a TCP session suffers congestion, or due to a

shortage of persistent storage within a bundle agent.

Quoting [6]: BWhen storage resources become scarce, a
DTN node has only a certain degree of freedom in handling the
situation. It can always discard bundles which have expired. . .
If it ordinarily is willing to accept custody for bundles, it can
cease doing so. If storage resources are available elsewhere in
the network, it may be able to make use of them in some way
for bundle storage. . . Determining when a node should engage
in or cease to engage in custody transfers is a resource alloca-
tion and scheduling problem of current research interest.[
This suggests two possible reactions to congestion in

DTNs: selectively discarding bundles and/or not accepting
custody.

In [82], Bisio et al. focus on bundle discarding and on a

congestion control scheme based on random early detec-

tion (RED) and explicit congestion notification (ECN)

mechanisms within interplanetary DTN. Results show an

improvement of RED-ECN application by considering a

simulated 18 node test bed: the bundle loss rate (BLR) goes
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from about 6% to about 2% with the simple application of
RED-ECN congestion control, with a fixed routing scheme.

This indicates that it is worthwhile investigating the effects

of congestion handling techniques from traditional

networking in DTNs.

In [83], Seligman et al. suggest handling congestion at

DTN nodes by migrating stored bundles to neighboring

nodes that then accept custody for the migrated bundles.

The selection of bundles to migrate may depend on tem-
poral, size, and priority factors. The choice of the new

custodian may depend on bandwidth and storage availabil-

ity. The metric used is the message completion rate (MCR),

which is the ratio between the amount of traffic that

emerges from the network and the amount of traffic sent

into the network (in practice this is the percentage of deli-

vered bundles). Results depend on node storage capacity

but, just to report some values, MCR increases from about
45%, without bundle migration, to about 75%, by applying

the proposed bundle migration scheme with node storage

of 125 KB, from about 63% up to about 88%, with node

storage of 250 KB, from about 70% to about 97%, with node

storage of 500 KB. Further increases in node capacity

provide reduced improvement in MCR.

The relationship between congestion control and rout-

ing is shown perhaps most clearly in the above-mentioned
contact graph routing (CGR), where the routing scheme is

designed so as to avoid congestion. While this may be

effective for the kind of deterministic deep-space network

envisaged in CGR, it may not apply in all satellite net-

working scenarios, especially when many sources are

generating bundles or when changes to the contact graph

occur frequently.

DTN congestion control is a promising research topic
and deserves a great deal of attention in future research.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the paper, we have introduced the DTN concept, pre-

sented the opportunities offered by DTN, and shown how

DTN-based communication may represent an opportunity

for satellite networking.
In more detail, the paper underlines the main features

of the DTN architecture and of the bundle protocol, such

as its overlay function, long-term information storage at
intermediate nodes, custody transfer, bundle fragmenta-

tion, late binding, and DTN routing peculiarities. After this

overview, the paper shows a possible interpretation of

DTN as an evolution of TCP-splitting PEP architectures

and discusses commonalities and differences of the two

solutions. To better assess the potential of the DTN archi-

tecture, the paper presents comparative results obtained

through emulation within three real application scenarios:
GEO with fixed terminals; GEO with mobile terminals;

and LEO. Results show that DTN is competitive in the first

scenario, the best choice in the second one, and the only

choice in the most challenging applications (i.e., data

mule) of the third one. The paper then examines security

issues in satellite communications and shows why and how

DTN can offer a valid solution to them. In particular, after

presenting the key features of the bundle security protocol,
the paper gives the state of the art of DTN key manage-

ment, access control, resilience to denial of service attacks,

and identity protection. The last part of the paper is de-

voted to DTN and QoS. In this context, the paper extends

the interpretation of DTN as an evolution of a TCP-

splitting PEP architecture and shows the DTN architecture

as a possible QoS gateway with limited functionalities;

presents the tools made available in DTN for QoS manage-
ment; and suggests DTN present and future research to-

pics such as modeling, routing, and congestion control.

In conclusion, the paper aims to show how DTN, first

conceived for deep-space communication and then pro-

posed for terrestrial, maritime, and also underwater sensor

networks, can actually play a key role in satellite commu-

nications. The ability of DTN to meet the needs of chal-

lenged networks in both satellite and terrestrial
networking, if proven, would mean that satellite networks

might no longer need specific solutions. Through DTN,

satellite networks might become just a component of the

overall future Internet. This appears to be a goal definitely

worth aiming for. h
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